
BIKE DONT DRIVE

Not to mention that you always get a great parking spot and often even beat your coworkers who drive to work. 6. You
have one less car payment and don't pay.

Cycling is a fad Sure, cycling in many major US cities has tripled since , and even increased significantly in
smaller and mid-size cities. Move aside, there is a reason they use it. There are other reasons as well, cars are
expensive and so is the fuel. If you follow that can mean that you will get into an accident, but that could also
mean that you get a fine for running the red light. This space is substandard and not safe for a bicyclist to use,
though many bicyclists are tricked into riding there. Everything besides that is just transportation on a daily
basis. Bike lanes increase our risk for all of the common crossing and turning crashes by making us irrelevant,
or even invisible to motorists. Cycling rule number 1 Keep to the right side. The problem is, many drivers
misjudge the amount of space needed to provide a safe and legal buffer. We know you can fix a flat tire in a
matter of minutes, but he doesn't. Right Hook Motorists sometimes pass a cyclist just before making a right
turn. I hope the answer is no. It measures only one thing: How many cars you can move through an
intersection in a given period. Even with traumatic brain injury the procedural memory system is hardly ever
compromised. Main city squares were turned into car parks and the cycling infrastructure of The Netherlands
ended up being destroyed together with the bicycle culture. Many cities have been built hundreds and
hundreds of years ago, so designed for horse-drawn carts and not big trucks. But as we grow older, many of us
stop riding and put those once-beloved bikes in storage. Great question. Careless or reckless motorists
endanger everyone, while careless or reckless bicyclists are mostly a danger to themselves. In many places,
like low-density cities and suburban areas, I understand that cars will probably continue to be extremely useful
and likely the dominant mode of transportation. We know what we can do and what we cannot do. One thing
we know for sure, however, is simple sequences of movements we internalize, even far in the past, are
typically preserved for a lifetime.


